Wake Up Now...and grab your chance for success!
These are economically challenging times, with many individuals and families struggling to make ends
meet. Grocery bills are skyrocketing. Salaries and wages are either frozen or declining. Your investments
and savings are yielding next to nothing. And what's left over is being eroded by taxes! You are feeling
overwhelmed.

Is there a solution?
YES THERE IS!
At Succeed In Wake Up Now, we've helped individuals and groups just like you take control of their lives
and reach financial independence in just a short time. And we do that by helping you:


Save Money: We'll provide you great opportunities to save money - LOTS OF IT! - including:
- 50%-90% vacation discounts
- Grocery coupons to use to cut down your household spending
- Exclusive Retail Shopping Discounts (Walmart, BestBuy, Macy’s & Over 1,000 Retailers)
- 22% discount on ATT phone bill



- 3 Free Magazine Subscriptions...and more!
Manage Money: We'll give you access to amazing money-management tools that'll help you
PROTECT and KEEP MORE of it with you!:
- Tax Bot: is an application that keeps track of business spending.
- Finance: A program that integrates with your bank accounts and debt accounts and creates a
plan to get out of debt in half the time.



- WUNProtect: Whole identity monitoring and restoration services
Make Money: We'll offer you opportunities to make money - LOTS OF IT! - that you never
thought possible:
- Once you Join WakeUpNow with the Platinum Membership ($99.95) and refer 3 people into
Wake Up Now team, your monthly membership is 100% completely covered! But there's
more...
- Refer 3 members who each refer 3 more (12 total), and you join the 600 Club and will begin
making $600/monthly in residual income!

What is this opportunity?
IT IS THE BEST HOME/NETWORKING BUSINESS AROUND!
Founded in 2009, WakeUpNow is a worldwide leader in the MLM industry with years of experience
supporting independent home-based marketers. When you join the Succeed In Wake Up Now team,
you'll:





partner with a company that's operating in nearly 40 countries
be associated with a global company with a strong financial foundation
be lead by an extremely professional management team
receive lots of training
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have access to an amazing support and mentorship program
be able to offer products that deliver an outstanding cost-value proposition
get an opportunity to generate unlimited residual income

If ever you dreamed of being YOUR OWN BOSS, while working for YOURSELF to change YOUR life for
the better, then this is your opportunity. And once you see how successful you can get, you can earn
even more income for life by helping others on the path to success.

It's simple as that!
SO WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
All you need to do in order to grab your chance of being financially independent is go to Succeed In
Wake Up Now and sign up to become part of the WakeUpNow team!
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